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 “ensure that vehicular traffic generated does not create new, or exacerbate existing on street 
parking problems, nor materially increase other traffic problems”. 

 
The entrance to the site includes no pavement, nor any space for a pavement to be added, which 
appears to be at odds with the above mentioned policy. While the Highway Authority is 
unconcerned with an increase in the volume of vehicular traffic, the nature of the vehicles associated 
with the intended use of the site and the existing traffic and road safety issues specific to this 
particular location – namely on a narrow road, humpback bridge and immediately adjacent to a 
school – will inevitably be exacerbated and significantly increase dangers to pedestrians.  
 
2. Swept path assessments plan (6 March 2023) 
The above mentioned swept path assessments are based on a car and caravan measuring a total 
12.9 metres in length and a van of 7.2 metres in length. 
 
Designing Gypsy and Traveller sites: a good practice guide, as quoted by the Highway Authority itself 
in its “GLAA Sites observations” dated 17 May 2022 (which was shared with us on 21 February 2023 
in response to the request for information), states that the length accommodated should be 15 
metres: 
 

“Access roads and the site design itself should be capable of providing sufficient space for the 
manoeuvrability of average size trailers of up to 15 metres in length, with capacity for larger 
mobile homes…”. 

 
We note that “larger mobile homes”, which do not include a pivot point as with a car and caravan, 
are typically 8-10 metres in length and are likely to use the site.  
 
The following photographs were taken on 20 February 2023 and show what we consider to be a 
small “mobile home” trying to exit the existing site and taking a number of attempts to do so, in so 
doing blocking the road to vehicles and pedestrians. This was at school pick up time (15:06). 
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3. Planning officer’s site visit 
Photographs provided to us in response to the request for information indicate that the site visit 
when those photographs were taken was made at a time of day that is not representative of the 
level of traffic congestion and unsafe conditions for pedestrians experienced adjacent to the site. We 
contrast those images with those in Appendix D of our letter dated 14 February 2023. We urge the 
planning officer and anyone involved in the decision on the application, where they have not already 
done so, to visit the site at one or more of these key times. 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
Eleanor Chrispin (Ms) and Jason Penn (Mr) 
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